Thank you for purchasing SonoLite™ Absorption Panels. They are a great solution to
improve both the aesthetics and sonic clarity of any home studio or small home theater.

SonoLite Panels
™

Installation Tips & Guidelines
Wall Installation:
Auralex® EZ-Stick™ Pro Tabs included:

 Using a level, locate where the panels will hang.

Use a pencil to mark the final locations on the walls.

 Spot clean the target attachment points on wall
with rubbing alcohol.

 Separate the EZ-Stick Pro tabs from each other.

Remove one of the release layers from the tab and
attach to the rear surface of the panel just inboard
of the fabric edge. Repeat for the remaining tabs.
(use 4 tabs per panel)

 Remove the second release layer from all of the

EZ-Stick Pro tabs, align with the locating marks
on the wall and press firmly on the front side of the
panel, opposite the tabs to adhere to the wall.

SonoLite Bass Traps
™

Installation Tips & Guidelines
Wall Installation:
Auralex® EZ-Stick™ Pro Tabs included:
in either a horizontal or vertical orientation where
walls or walls & ceilings meet (typically a corner).
Use a pencil to mark the final locations on the
adjoining walls.

 Spot clean the target attachment points on wall
with rubbing alcohol

 Separate the EZ-Stick™ Pro tabs from each other

Remove one of the release layers from the tab and
attach to the rear, mitered surface of the panel just
inboard of the fabric edge. Repeat for the remaining
tabs. (use 4 tabs per panel)

 Remove the second release layer from all of the

EZ-Stick™ Pro tabs, align with the locating marks
on the wall and press firmly on the front side of the
panel, opposite the tabs to adhere to the wall.
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 Using a level, locate where the panels will hang,

